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Temple Sinai Pride Service

is Friday July 13th at 8:00 p.m. followed by a Special Oneg.
Stand Out: [Live] in Color encourages the community to be true to ourselves, find
inspiration from icons in the LGBTQ+ community, and utilize every color
of the spectrum to highlight individuality and diversity. Roc Pride 2018
provides an accessible platform to stand out and stand together.
Join Temple Sinai members at the 2018 Rochester Pride Parade on Saturday, July 21st.
We will line-up at our designated spot at the corner of Park Avenue
and Alexander Street at 12:00 p.m. and begin marching at 1:00 p.m.
Join us and encourage others as we celebrate
finding unity through diversity and difference.
Let us know you are marching by contacting
the temple office (381-6890) by July 13th.

Hearing Loop

The Temple Sinai Bulletin is published monthly by Temple Sinai,
363 Penfield Road, Rochester, NY 14625. Phone 585-381-6890 www.tsinai.org

Handicap Accessible
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With summer upon us, can the High Holy
Days be far behind? Not too long ago a rabbi
posted in June that Rosh Hashanah was only 3
weeks ahead. It was pointed out by numerous
colleagues that he should have written 3
months ahead. His response was based on
the folktale where the rabbi keeps telling a
man in a tiny crowded home to continue to
add various animals into his small dwelling.
Finally when the man can take it no longer the
rabbi tells him to remove all of the extraneous
animals. At that point the man realizes that the
house size was sufficient for his family. He no
longer complains knowing that things could be
worse. He compared this to rabbis panicking
when they thought the High Holy Days were
only a few weeks ahead. Once they realized
those weeks were actually months the pressure
of preparation was eased.

Rabbi’s Message

That question of how long until the holidays is
a dilemma that rabbis face every year. We are
planning or partaking in our summer vacations
and yet we know that we need to concentrate
on the holidays that are approaching. Often
that means rather than reading light fare as we
sit in a beautiful natural setting, we need to find
reading material that will help provide us with
ideas and background for upcoming sermons.
In reality this isn’t a problem. Rather it is a way
to begin planning a month or two in advance
so we are prepared to welcome in the themes
and ideas contained in the Days of Awe. Rather
than trying to center oneself in a short amount
of time, we begin gradual preparation as we
confront the reality of repentance and deep
personal spiritual exploration over weeks if not
months.

This does not have to
be a path only taken by
rabbis. All of us can use an
extended period of deeper
contemplation about the
meaning of our lives and
how we relate to others.
Then, when we arrive at the
High Holy Days and join in a community of
fellow congregants, we can be strengthened by
the entire community around us in our more
intense period of prayer and self-reflection.
A suggestion might be to add a serious book on
self-examination, repentance, self-improvement,
or some other High Holy Day theme during our
summer reading. Another way to go about this
is to take the Mishkan HaNefesh or some other
High Holy Day machzor (prayerbook) and read
through sections slowly in order to incorporate
the ideas into our thought process. Then, when
we recite those prayers or readings during the
services they will speak to us and not simply be
rote readings.
As we enjoy the months of summer, may our
spirits be refreshed and renewed as we move
from the month of Elul to the 1st of Tishrei,
Rosh Hashanah. Let us prepare ourselves to
give extra meaning to the holiest day of the
year.
Shalom,

Rabbi Alan J. Katz

Contacting The Rabbis
Please let the temple office (381-6890) know of any illnesses, deaths or joyous occasions so that
the Rabbis and the congregation can respond appropriately. Also, remember not to schedule
any life cycle events at which Rabbi Katz or Rabbi Till will be present without speaking to
them first.
To reach Rabbi Katz in an emergency, please call both his home phone (872-6722) and his cell phone
(662-5418). To reach Rabbi Till in an emergency, please call her cell phone (355-0192).
It is a mitzvah to visit those who are ill. Please remember that HIPAA regulations prevent
hospitals from alerting us when someone is ill. We ask temple members who are aware that one
of our members is in a hospital to please call the Temple Sinai office so that one of our Rabbis
may visit them.

July arrives, and we settle in with a few new
board members and vice presidents, a new
Cantor, and “Bagels and Bible” at Pittsford
Wegmans on Saturday mornings. We take a
break from services on Saturday mornings and
send kids to camp, spend weekends at lake
houses, take family vacations, stay up late and
sleep in, or just pause and enjoy the weather.
Independence Day arrives on the 4th, and we
celebrate with picnics and fireworks and time
away from our offices.
In an era where patriotism can become a partisan
word, it’s easy to think of independence as
the “freedom” of a day off from work. It’s
easy to ignore the question of what the day’s
celebrations actually mean, and what freedoms
we treasure.

As a part of the URJ community, Temple Sinai
is absolutely committed to full inclusion for all
LGBTQ+ members and friends. Our professional
staff and our lay leaders are working hard to
make sure that our community is accessible,
welcoming, and constantly evolving to respect
the dignity and the spiritual and physical
needs of those that are lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, gender non-conforming and
nonbinary. But we realize that true inclusion is
about more than just language and restrooms.
It’s about being “free from” and “free to” as
well. We must ask:
Is everyone that enters our “Sukkat
Shalom” free from preconceived ideas of
who or what they should be, think or be
called?

We are all learning new language to help us
on our journey, and although we may perhaps
stumble here, or perhaps forget there, soon
the language will come easily. We will find
our teachers in the larger Reform movement,
and in the teens that teach us how little we
know. Studies have shown that up to 75%
of all transgender youth feel unsafe in their
schools, and that approximately 37% of all
homeless teens identify as LGBTQ+. As
Reform Jews, we are taught that all human
beings are created b'tzelem Elohim, in the Divine
image (Genesis 1:27). We cannot tolerate
discrimination against any person because of
their identity, and we cannot reach our full
potential as a group if we don’t make room for
all of the differences that can be woven into the
fabric of who we can be as a community.
So, what can we each do to make a difference?
What can we each do to repair the world?
Join us in prayer on Friday, July 13th at 8:00
p.m. as we celebrate Shabbat with diversity
and respect. Stay afterwards for a special Oneg
where we can break bread together and share
some special rainbow treats. Come join us as
well on Saturday July 21st at the Pride Parade
as we march down Park Avenue, showing our
support for our fellow congregants, and for the
Greater Rochester LGBTQ+ community and
allies as well. Let’s show our support and our
voice together.
Please call or email the Temple office if you would
like to be included in our group of marchers for the
parade.

Blanche Fenster

A Mitzvah with Perks: Great Way to
Help Others . . . and Ourselves
Please bring clothes and other useful
items that you no longer need to the
donation box located at the end of
our parking lot. In addition to
helping others, our Temple receives
a donation for each pound donated.

Come See
What's On The Menu
At Our Website:
TSinai.org
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President’s Message

July is also when we celebrate “Pride Week”
in Rochester and at Temple Sinai. Our Friday
night service on July 13th will be our Pride
Shabbat, to kick of the 2018 Roc Pride Festival
that begins on July 14th, and Temple Sinai will,
as a community, participate in the Pride Parade
on Saturday July 21st.

Is everyone free to be the
person that they choose
to be, and free to express
their gender identity, their
gender expression, and
their gender orientation in
a safe and inclusive space?
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School of Jewish
Life and Learning
Pinat Ha-Talmid
(The Student Corner)
By Ilan D. Adar,
Education Director

2018-2019 Registration

All 2018-19 registration forms are posted on our
website: www.tsinai.org; under the tab "School
of Jewish Life & Learning." All forms can be
accessed and filled out online. You will receive
a follow-up email after submitting your forms.
Please watch for this. While online enrollment is
preferred, there are printable forms that can be
filled out and mailed or dropped at the office.
Please make sure to fill out all applicable forms
as registrations will not be processed without them.

Madrichim/Madrichot

Youth & Education

Any student in 8th – 12th grade who attended our
school is eligible to apply to join our esteemed
Madrichim/Madrichot (teacher assistant) program.
Please Note: Our 8th – 10th Madrichim and
Madrichot are expected to attend our Kesher
program; and our 11th and 12th Madrichim and
Madrichot are encouraged to attend our Bogrim
program. 8th, 9th and 10th grade applications will
be processed when school registration forms
are received.

Madrichim Application Forms

Please remind your 8th – 12th grade children to
complete and send back the Madrichim Application Form if they are considering helping us
during the next school year. I will begin assigning
Madrichim during the second and third weeks
of August.
Our Madrichim meeting will take place on
Wednesday, August 29, 6:00 – 7:30 p.m., in our
social hall (pizza will be served). Please make
sure to reserve this date.

GET TO KNOW SANDRA ORDAN
Temple Sinai's School of Jewish
Life and Learning Inclusion
Coordinator and Special
Education Consultant
Hi, my name is Sandra Ordan and I am the
inclusion coordinator/special education
consultant for our students and families. I work
at temple on Sunday mornings. My job this year
included meeting with teachers, students and
parents to meet the needs of every student. I
consult individual students and classrooms as a
whole. I am happy to meet and collaborate with
any parent to make sure
their child’s experience
in our school is the best it
can possibly be.
During the week I am
a school psychologist. I
have an undergraduate
degree in psychology
from Ithaca College
and a master’s degree
in school psychology
from RIT. I have loved this position for the
past ten years and thrive on the fact that my
job is to help students achieve behaviorally and
academically at their best level. I live in Victor
with my husband, Todd, our son Max (6 years
old) and our daughter Anna (3 years old). We
are very happy to be a part of the Temple Sinai
community and I look forward to meeting
and working with many new families moving
forward to next year. The best way to connect
with me is through my email at sandraordan@
gmail.com.

Tree of Life
Are you looking to commemorate a special occasion, thank or honor
someone, and help contribute to the life of our temple? Consider
purchasing a leaf on our Tree of Life. For a donation of $136 we will have
a leaf inscribed with your message and add it to our beautiful tree. So, if
you can’t think of a gift for that special person in your life for a birthday,
Bar or Bat Mitzvah, marriage or any other occasion, contact the temple
office at 381-6890 and we will be happy to assist you.

We then made the short walk to
the Museum of Jewish Heritage.
Our next stop was the HUC-JIR
Soup Kitchen, where the students
prepared
and served
meals to
homeless
people and
people with
limited
means.
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The High Line, a 1.45-milelong linear park created on an
elevated section of a disused
New York Central Railroad spur
was our last stop of the day.

Our Confirmation Class

Confirmation Class Trip To NYC

At the end of each school year, usually during
the Memorial Day weekend, our 10th grade
students travel to New York City to conclude
their confirmation year, during which they
study about the route Jewish (and non-Jewish)
immigrants took from Europe to the United
States; and the first steps of their settling in NYC.
This year the seven students, Rabbi Till, and I
boarded the airplane at the ROC International
Airport on our way to LaGuardia airport. Our
first destination was lunch at Katz’s Deli. We
then visited the Lower East Side Tenement
Museum where the students learned about the
first stop for many Jewish families/individuals
who were granted permission to
continue their journey from Ellis
Island in to America. The first day
ended with sitting in the front
rows, watching the Broadway
show Chicago.
The second day we boarded the
ferry to Ellis Island, the first “stable
ground” for the new immigrants
after 16 (or more) days at sea.

Best wishes
for a
summer
full of
positive
experiences.

Youth & Education

From left to right in the front row: Ella Bement,
Miya Libman, Victoria Sanberg and Anna
Rutberg. Second row: Joshua Klein, Aidan Leit
and Nate Snyderman. Third row: Rabbi Debbi
Till, Rabbi Alan Katz, Mr. Ilan Adar

Before our return to Rochester
we had a tour of Temple EmanuEl, the largest Reform temple in the world.

Within Our Family
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Within Our Family YOUTH CORNER
In Memoriam…
Temple Sinai notes with sorrow the passing of:
Shirley Jacobson, mother of Larry Jacobson
Liette Moge Wilson, mother of Keith Wilson
Belle Stein, mother of Joyce Schachter
Joseph Altman, father of Karen Altman
Our Temple family extends its heartfelt
sympathy to the families.

Mazal Tov to…
Esther Brill & RJ Ruble on the Bar Mitzvah of
grandson Simon Scheuer of San Rafael,
California. Simon is the son of Jamie
Weinstein & Kif Scheuer.
Ron & Karen Newman on the birth of
granddaughter Penny, daughter of Josh
Newman & Kristin Tarsi
Michael & Heidi Fishman on the birth of
granddaughter Jenna Claire, daughter of
David & Ahn Fishman
Joe & Elise Wojciechowski on the birth of
granddaughter Liora Riva, daughter of
Jeffrey & Aliza Wojciechowski
Steve & Susie Silbermann on birth of grandson
Elias Patrick, son of Ari & Amy Silbermann

SAWCY
Thanks to everyone in 6th-8th grade who
participated in SAWCY events this year!
Please stay posted via the temple bulletin
board for
activities for
fall 2018.

Your ‘nachas’ is our ‘nachas’. Email any good news
you would like to share with the congregation to
jschachter@tsinai.org

**** High Holy Days Reminders ****
TORAH & HAFTARAH READERS

USHERS NEEDED

EVEN IF YOU HAVE DONE THIS IN
PREVIOUS YEARS OR HAVE ALREADY
SPOKEN WITH RABBI KATZ or RABBI TILL
IN PERSON, PLEASE CONTACT THEM
AGAIN TO MAKE SURE THEY KNOW YOU
WOULD LIKE TO PARTICIPATE.

To volunteer as an usher or for more information, please contact Dorothy Drahzal at
ddrahzal@rochester.rr.com or call/text 329-9531.

While it is only June, the High Holy Days will be
here before we know it. The summer is a perfect
time to learn to chant Torah or Haftarah portions
for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. If you
would like to participate in this important part
of the service, please contact Rabbi Katz (main
service) or Rabbi Till (family service) as soon as
possible. By participating, adults and teenagers
can add a meaningful experience to their own
and their family’s High Holy Day worship. Now
is a great time to do this, especially if you have
never done it before.

Would you like to stretch your legs during High
Holy Day services? You can follow the services
and perform a mitzvah by volunteering to usher
during one or more services. This year, Erev Rosh
Hashanah services will be on Sunday, September
9th at 8:00 p.m.; Rosh Hashanah Services Monday,
September 10th at 10:00 a.m. and Tuesday,
September 11th at 10:30 a.m. Erev Yom Kippur
services (Kol Nidre) will be on Tuesday,
September 18th at 8:00 p.m., Yom Kippur services
will be on Wednesday, September 19th at 10:00
a.m., afternoon services at 3:15 p.m., and the
Yizkor service will be at 4:30 p.m. All services
will be held at the JCC except for the second day
Rosh Hashanah service, which will be at Temple.

July 2018 Calendar
Sunday

RAIHN

RAIHN

1

Monday

2

Tuesday

3

8

9

10

15

16

17

22

29

RAIHN

23

30

RAIHN

24

31

Wednesday

4

Thursday

5

OFFICE CLOSED

11

12

Rochester
Regional Coalition
Against Human
Trafficking
4:00 p.m.
Board of Trustees
Meeting 6:30 p.m.

18

19

Board of Trustees
Temple Book
Group 10:00 a.m. Meeting 6:30 p.m.
Klezmer Band
Practice 7:00 p.m.

RAIHN

25

RAIHN

26

Friday

6

Saturday

7

Erev Shabbat
Bagels & Bible at
Family Service with Pittsford Wegmans
Birthday Blessings 9:15 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Shabbat Dinner
with Friends
7:00 p.m.
Torah Portion:
Pinchas
Numbers 25.10–30.1

13

14

Erev Shabbat
Bagels & Bible at
Pride Shabbat
Pittsford Wegmans
Service 8:00 p.m.
9:15 a.m.
Torah Portion:
Matot-Masei
Numbers 30.2–36.13

20

Erev Shabbat
Service 6:00 p.m.
Torah Portion:
Devarim
Deuteronomy
1.1–3.22

27

Erev Shabbat
Service 8:00 p.m.
Torah Portion:
Va'etchanan
Deuteronomy
3.23–7.11
RAIHN

21

Bagels & Bible at
Pittsford Wegmans
9:15 a.m.
Rochester Pride
Parade 1:00 p.m.

28

Bagels & Bible at
Pittsford Wegmans
9:15 a.m.
RAIHN

PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE WILL BE NO SHABBAT MORNING SERVICES
DURING THE MONTHS OF JULY & AUGUST. SUMMER TORAH STUDY WILL
BE HELD AT 9:15 a.m. EVERY SATURDAY AT THE PITTSFORD WEGMANS.

August Erev Shabbat Services
Aug. 3
Aug. 10
Aug. 17
Aug. 24
Aug. 31

Erev Shabbat Family Service @ 6:00 p.m.
Erev Shabbat Service @ 8:00 p.m.
Erev Shabbat Service @ 6:00 p.m.
Erev Shabbat Service @ 6:00 p.m.
Erev Shabbat Service @ 6:00 p.m.

thday
Bir
B l e s si n g s
on 7/6

Yahrzeits

The departed live on
in the hearts
of those who cherish their memory
July 6

July 13

Nathaniel Badaines
Milton Battler
Solomon Bensman
Eva Berk
Edgar Bessette
Morton Brodsky
Irving Cramer
Betty Dunsker
Frances Erne
Pauline Fletcher
Rhoda Goldstein
Leslie Gould Bruner
Rose Grossman

July 20

Earl Anderson
Nissim Aroesty
Alfred Barkin
Esther Blumoff
Robert Brendze
Gerald Brieger
Paul Cherkasky
Frank DeMayo
Ora Diamond
Henry Duke Ferraioli
Emil Geiger
Sarah Buckman
Goodman
Shirley Greenspan
Evelyn June Kagan
Bertram Kiener
Elliott Kolman
Max Krull
Lawrence H. Lapidus
Leonard Levy
Ernest Mitzner

Elkan Munter
Hyman Perlman
Marion Perlstein
Freda Pincus
Rebecca Sautman
Ephraim Scheier
Hortense V. Schoenfeld
Bernard Schuster
Alice Weingart

July 27

Daniel Baieve
Edward Behrman
Josyln Bernstein Phillips
Harvey Biernbaum
Michael Bondy
Frieda Braverman
Shirley Brownstein
Marc Buff
Leonard Cohen
Pinny Cooke
Jean Daitz
Helene Fabian
Leah Fernandez
Mollie Fleysher
Edward Frankel
Anne Grisbord
Estelle Ruskin
Handelman
Leon A. Herman
Daniel Hyman
Sylvia Kaplan
Julius Katz
Moe Lando
Bess Lapidus
Max Less
Thelma Lingenfelter
Ruth Lipton
Barbara Locketz
Sandy McNitt

Paul M. Rosen
Manuel Rothstein
Gertrude Rothstein
Paul Rowell
Marty Schildkraut
Morton Schneider
Paul Shapiro
David Tolin
Jack Weinstein
Barbara Weitman
Martha Polly Wheeler
Dorothy Winters

August 3

Eva Berger
Robert Boelio
Letha Chapin
Sandy Davis
Lois Decoste
Murray Flender
Anita Friedman
Gertrude Friedman
Reuben Goldstein
Jacob Gorfien
Mary Hennig
Raye Katz
Alice Kwong
Ronald Lenker
Linda Levine
Harold Locketz
Edith Madway
Harold Mendler
Sonia Morgan
Toby Price Blank
Irving Ring
Morris Rosenthal
Ruth Sigal
Harold Staenberg
Norman Steinberg
Joan Waldman

Within Our Family

Minnie Altman
Marilyn Auerbach
Jean Blum
Earl L. Chapin
Hyman Cherkasky
Eleanor Cyrkin
Larry Frankel
Florence Friedland
Eleanor Gold
Sonia Kantor Handros
Bernard Herman
Philip Hewitt
Gloria Horwitz
Ida Levin Kushner
Harriet Fogel Lewis
Hillard Mann
Faye Maxick
David Rosen
Harold Rosen
Jonathan Schroeder
Victor Silver
Morris Suntop
Hans D. Von Perlstein
Rosemary Wittenberg

Alexander Hutkoff
Gerald Martin Kahn
Dorothy Kellerman
Rae Lekin
Erwin Levy
Hyman Lisson
Arthur Loeb
Joselyn Phillips
Rose Polansky
Isadore Rapkin
Rosalie Riordan
Dorothy Roodman
Sylvia Schnoll
Benjamin Singer
Anita Spector
Milton Utell
Norman Wiener
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CONSIDER JOINING THE FRIENDS OF SINAI
Friends of Sinai was formed in 1991 to provide an additional level of support for our
Temple. For 26 years, funds from the Friends were used for numerous building and grounds
improvements and much needed purchases that enhanced congregational life.
This year, Friends of Sinai committed over $60,000 for our long overdue kitchen renovation.
Newly purchased chairs provide comfortable seating for all of us during services and social
events.
Recently, seed money was provided for the “Engaging Baby Boomers” initiative (Next
Stage) - a program currently underway to energize and engage a significant portion of our
congregation, to help build a stronger and more vibrant community. “Shabbat Dinners
with Friends”, initially funded by Friends of Sinai, is now a well- established, popular, once-amonth family gathering for Shabbat.
Structural improvements maintain and beautify our sacred space. But the targeted member
programs sponsored by the Friends, strengthen our Sinai community and help build joyous
and meaningful relationships.
The contributions by the Friends are extensive and varied. As a family or as an
individual, you too can be a part of this Giving Legacy for a minimum annual donation of
$360, above regular membership dues. If you wish to join this year, please watch for the
Friends of Sinai mailing and return the enclosed form to the Temple. A single payment of
$360, or three payments of $120 can be made.

Questions? Call the Temple (381-6890) or contact me at lesterkatzel@earthlink.net or 203-1200.

Monika Katzel , Friends of Sinai Chair

							

We gratefully acknowledge these members who have joined Friends of Sinai for 2018/2019.*
Mark Winsberg & Diane Morse
Aaron Klein& Maria Lauriello-Klein
Alan and Ronny Frishman
Joel and Ann Shamaskin
Eli Tuber and Sheryl Silberman
Liz Ornstein
Charlie and Joyce Schachter
Seth Madway & Wendy Beller Madway
Jason & Valle, Laticia Mendler

Victor and Joyce Poleshuck
Rabbi Alan and Jan Katz
Ed & Beth Lewis
David and Tracy Wolf
Stewart and Sue Cramer
Assaf & Amy Yosha
Robert and Merilyn Israel
Eric and Anne Beyer

*as of June 11, 2018
								

Contributions

There are many ways we can support our synagogue through monetary donations, or gifts
of time, expertise and energy. We hope you'll consider this opportunity to enhance our
Temple life and support our congregation by joining the Friends of Sinai.
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What's
in a name?
We think...
A LOT!!!

Temple Life

Did you know that the term “adolescence”
was only coined about a hundred years ago?
Until then, there were either children or adults.
In a largely rural culture, once you were old
enough to do farm work (or household chores)
you took those responsibilities on and were
no longer considered to be a child. With the
changes to the American family structure that
accompanied urbanization and industrialization it became clear that there was a stage of life
that existed somewhere between childhood and
full adulthood and psychologist G. Stanley Hall
dubbed it “adolescence.”
We are now undergoing an analogous transition. For our grandparents, and even for many
of our parents, there was adulthood (the time
for raising a family and having a career) and
retirement or old age, generally seen as a time
of decline in functioning. In today’s world of
remarkable innovation in health care and in
access to it and a general focus on wellness,
more and more people experience a period of
about 20 years during which they are no longer
focused on child-rearing or career-building but
are still energetic, relatively healthy, have the
time and resources to invest in something new
and are hardly ready for a rocking chair! So far,
there is not one agreed upon term to describe
this life stage. Rabbi Laura Geller was one of the
pioneers in the field of helping Jewish congregations to recognize and engage (or re-engage)
folks in this life stage. She called it “Next Stage.”
As many of you know, Temple Sinai has been
hard at work developing what we have called
our "Baby Boomer & Beyond Initiative." From
the outset we realized that we would need a
different name. First of all that whole thing is
much too much to say every time! Also, we
realize that there are significant numbers of
folks who fit into the target demographic (no
longer have their primary connection to Temple
Sinai through their children or who never connected through children) who are NOT Baby
Boomers and, of course, as time goes on there
will be many more.  

After much consideration, we have decided to
rename this initiative NEXT STAGE. We feel
that this name is more inclusive, more accurate
and more forward looking (note the arrow in
the logo) and captures the spirit of what we are
trying to create.
Over 110 people participated in one of two
listening sessions whose focus was to get a
better idea of what it is that those who fall into
this category (75% of our congregation, BTW!!!)
need and want in order to feel more connected
to Temple Sinai and to Judaism. Perhaps the
single biggest learning was that people really
want ways to connect with others in meaningful
ways and in smaller groups. This principle
has informed our work. Since then a planning
team of about 20 people has been hard at work,
behind the scenes, prioritizing and beginning
the development of programming in the areas
that were of greatest interest to our listening
campaign participants. Here’s just a bit of what
is in development:
• Dining together (currently working on a seasonal “Healthy Eating” program)
• Meet-ups (currently working on group meetups for Jewish Film Festival events in July,
followed by post-film activities)
• Travel (currently working on a day trip to
Buffalo to include a museum tour, lakefront
wandering & dinner together)
• Short-term mitzvah projects (currently
working on a gardening activity at Sinai)
• Crafts (SO MANY IDEAS; first activity TBD)
• Lunch & Learn (currently working on an
educational & social program to be held after
several future Shabbat morning services)
• “Wise Aging” (currently working on piloting
this program which brings folks together to
talk about issues that are especially relevant
to those at this age -- self-definition, dealing
with loss, finding meaning, changing body
image and capabilities, etc.)
The above-listed programs are being designed
to offer ongoing opportunities for learning,
entertainment, & companionship. Each of
the listed categories lends itself to being a
springboard for an exciting range of future
activities. For instance, the “Dining Together”
group is currently focusing on a 4 x yearly
“Healthy Eating” program that will bring us
together to learn about a food topic, cook, and
eat. But there are so many other programs
which can fall under this category! These
might include a supper club for dining out;
dining- in group(s) where participants rotate

homes and meal course responsibilities; a
soup-making exchange; etc. We just need your
help in bringing these programs to life! Are
you interested in getting involved with one of
these working groups or developing another
program for which you have a passion? Please
let us know by sending an email to Liz Ornstein
(lisbethorn@gmail.com).
For those who wish to financially support the
development and implementation of Next Stage
activities, we have established a new fund, the
“Next Stage Fund” to which you can designate
contributions.
We look forward to partnering with you to
make these and other activities a reality!

Randi Forman, Ann Leonard, Liz Ornstein
(the Next Stage Steering Committee)

Todah Rabah
to all those who remembered
Temple Sinai when they
remembered others
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RABBI KATZ DISCRETIONARY FUND
In appreciation of
Rabbi Alan Katz by Rita Simon
In honor of
The birth of Menucha Rochel Helfen by
Howard & Arlene Schenker, Norman &
Donna Lederman, Allan & Judy Schwartz,
Alan & Ronny Frishman
In memory of
Irma Rosenthal by Bernard Rosenthal
Kathryn Rosenthal by Bernard Rosenthal
Max Blankopf by Douglas Baldwin & Marion
Blankopf
Lois Levin by Howard & Sue Weiner
Anna Gorin by Marilyn Feldman
Robert Oster by Sally Oster
Barbara Dolin by Sally Oster
RABBI TILL DISCRETIONARY FUND

Alan and Judy Wertheimer
David Kotok
Alan Frishman
Ronni Frishman
Blanche Fenster
Ed Fenster
Alan Katz
Jan Katz
Jerry Elman
Karen Newman
Ron Newman
Susan Bondy
Gabe Geiger
Jamie Spiller and Anne Macpherson
Simon and Josephine Braitman
Norman and Donna Lederman
Anonymous

CANTOR DISCRETIONARY FUND
In honor of
Cantor Braun's arrival by Anonymous
In memory of
Belle Stein by Jerry & Janet Elman
ACCESSIBILITY & INCLUSION FUND
In memory of
Samuel Leonard by Bruce & Ann Leonard
BUILDING FUND
In memory of
Rosa Feygin by Michael Feygin
Belle Stein by Randi Forman & Mark Anderson

Contributions

Thank you to all of our members that have joined
our Life and Legacy ™” Hart Endowment Society.

In memory of
Ruth Battler by Eugene & Barbara Schwartz
Ed Frindel by Jeffery & Lili Voldman
Pearl Stone by Rozanne Marcus
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ADULT EDUCATION FUND
In honor of
The Bat Mitzvah of Bev and Marv Groden’s
granddaughter, by Joyce and Victor
Poleshuck
In memory of
Cecile Gross Fried by Marsha & David Boelio
Healing Wishes to
Liz Ornstein by Joyce and Victor Poleshuck
CULTURAL ENDOWMENT
In appreciation of
Elise Wojciecowski by Bob Hyman
FLORAL FUND
In memory of
Charles Usdane by Elaine Usdane

Contributions

GENERAL ENDOWMENT FUND
In honor of
The birth of Penny Newman by Charles &
Joyce Schachter, Lester & Monika Katzel
Carole Teegarden’s daughter Audra's marriage
by Joyce and Victor Poleshuck
The birth of Elias Silbermann by Lester &
Monika Katzel
The birth of Jenna Fishman by Lester & Monika
Katzel
The birth of Liora Riva by Lester & Monika
Katzel, Vicki Weinstein-Finnefrock &
Thomas Finnefrock
The marriage of Ryan Mercier to Charlene
Caronan by Lester & Monika Katzel
The Bar Mitzvah of Sam Agronick by Vicki
Weinstein-Finnefrock & Thomas Finnefrock
The birth of Menucha Rochel Helfen by Vicki
Weinstein-Finnefrock & Thomas Finnefrock
In memory of
Arthur Scheier by Bruce & Ann Leonard
Larry Greer by Carol and Keith Greer
Belle Stein by Carole and David Teegarden,
Vicki Weinstein-Finnefrock & Thomas
Finnefrock
Joseph C. Wojciechowski by Joseph & Elise
Wojciechowski
Shirley Jacobson by Vicki Weinstein-Finnefrock
& Thomas Finnefrock
With loving wishes to
Steve Brent by Lester & Monika Katzel

GENERAL OPERATING FUND
In memory of
Jack Morse by Diane Morse and Mark
Winsberg
Suzanne Cameron by Diane Morse and Mark
Winsberg
Belle Stein by Donna and Norm Lederman
Sam Lekin by Margarita Sanberg
Julian Aroesty by Sarah Graff
JOEL BLOOM FUND
In memory of
Shirley Jacobson by Edward & Bess Lewis
Mazal tov to
Elise and Joe Wojciechowski on the birth of
granddaughter Liora Riva by Donna and
Norm Lederman
LIBRARY FUND
In memory of
Helen Feldsott by Arthur & Jill Feldsott
MITZVAH FUND
In appreciation of
The Mitzvah Connection by Karen
Rosenbloom and Keith Wilson
In honor of
Leonard Ressel's 85th birthday by Fran & Bob
Schoenfeld
In memory of
Ida Sylvia Louis by Carol Yunker
Shirley Jacobson by Larry & Amy Jacobson,
Debra & Frederick Burger
Rhoda Rappaport by Mike and Heidi Fishman
Donald Hiller by Nancy Hiller
Abe Smolowitz by Nancy Hiller
Arlen Brodsky by Noreen Salerno
Lola Cytryn by Pearl Cytryn
NEXT STAGE FUND
In honor of
The birth of Liora Riva Wojciechowski by
Edward & Bess Lewis
In memory of
Belle Stein by Liz Ornstein
With healing wishes to
Liz Ornstein by Allan Hymes & Marilyn Rosen

MUSIC FUND

RELIGIOUS SCHOOL FUND

In honor of
Elise Wojciechowski's retirement by Dan &
Marissa Fishman
The birth of Liora Riva Wojciechowski by
Sharon Peck Silvio
In memory of
Leonard Baker by John Page & Sandra Mitzner
Lola Coan by Steven & Janine Coan
Mazal tov to
Joe and Elise Wojciechowski on the birth of
their granddaughter Liora Riva by Bob and
Paula Zeman
Healing wishes to
Barbara Dechario by Allan & Judy Schwartz,
Arlene Cooper
ONEG FUND
In memory of
Belle Stein by Allan & Judy Schwartz
Bessie Fenster by Remy & Marilyn Fenster
Bella Weiser by Remy & Marilyn Fenster
With healing wishes to
Liz Ornstein by Allan & Judy Schwartz
PRAYERBOOK FUND
In honor of
Rena Barkin by Marvin & Irene Barkin

TORAH RESTORATION FUND

In memory of
Sylvia Friedlander by Steven & Nadine
Friedlander
SHABBAT FAMILY PROGRAM FUND
In memory of
Merton Madway by Seth Madway & Wendy
Beller Madway
SOCIAL ACTION FUND
In honor of
Howard Schenker’s retirement by Alan &
Ronny Frishman, Anonymous, Martin &
Laura Kaufman
The birth of Liora Riva Wojciechowski by
Carole and David Teegarden
Anne Ghory Goodman with thanks for being
SAC chair by Sharon Peck Silvio
In memory of
Lillian Kleinberg by Dolores Kleinberg
Mazal tov to
Ron & Karen Newman on the birth of their
granddaughter Penny by Robert & Paula
Zeman
WOMEN'S CHAVURAH FUND
A donation has been made by Barbara Phillips

In memory of
Julie Goldfarb by Barry Goldfarb & Judy
Abelman
Louis Goldfarb by Judy Abelman & Barry
Goldfarb

Temple Contacts

Rabbis			
Alan J. Katz rabbikatz@tsinai.org
Debbi Till rabbitill@tsinai.org
Cantor
Renata Braun
Education Director
Ilan Adar iadar@tsinai.org
Executive Director
Jerry Elman jelman@tsinai.org
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For information about these funds,
go to our website:
tsinai.org /About Us / Contributions /
Tributes received after June 10th

Officers
President
Blanche Fenster
Secretary
Renee Brownstein
visit our website:
www.tsinai.org

Vice Presidents:
1st V.P. and Administration Keith Greer
Congregant Connections Esther Brill
Finance Jamie Spiller
Education Karen McCally
Religious Practices Ellen Goldenberg
Youth Initiatives Barb Snyderman
Caring Community & Social Action
Abby Urban-Rifkin

Contributions

In memory of
William Feldman by Marilyn Feldman

In honor of
The birth of Joel & Ann Shamaskin’s granddaughter Isabel Trimble by Lillian
Courtheoux

TEMPLE SINAI
363 Penfield Road
Rochester, New York 14625

Nonprofit Org.
U.S. Postage
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DATED MATERIAL
PLEASE EXPEDITE
DELIVERY

SAVE
THE DATE

Get S’More Shabbat

Friday, August 24th at 6:00 p.m.
Open to the entire community
Cook-out dinner and s’mores
Reservations required

Information to
follow in the
August bulletin
The Temple Sinai
Hiking Chavurah enjoyed an
invigorating journey to Lake
Eastman and Lake Durand.

